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Infl ation - the monster under the bed
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Key point: Infl ation worries are picking up around the globe. Can CTAs offer any comfort? We show 

that CTAs have historically provided an infl ation hedge, partly from the interest on cash, but also 

from trading profi ts in traditionally expected sectors like Energy, Metals, and Softs. Compared to just 

going long these markets to hedge for infl ation, you can also expect the added benefi t of Crisis Alpha 

from your CTA holdings.

INFLATION - THE MONSTER UNDER THE BED
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FIGURE 1 -  INFLATION 
AND CTA RETURNS

Barclay CTA Index Y/Y returns vs 
sorted US Headline Y/Y Infl ation 
1989-2017. Source: Barclay-
Hedge, Federal Reserve Bank of 
Cleveland

CTA RETURNS DURING DIFFERENT INFLATION REGIMES
It’s been lurking, basically unseen, since Abba topped the charts with “The Winner Takes It All”. At times we’ve 
seen glimpses but it has mostly been worries and lots of talk. About what? Infl ation, of course! When, more than 
if, it will fi nally emerge is the billion dollar question. So, what can we do in preparation?

Traditionally, assets with intrinsic value such as oil, gold and farmland are considered to be investments that 
 provide an infl ation hedge. How about CTAs then? We know that most CTAs have exposure to these markets. So, 
at least they have the potential to provide some measure of infl ation hedge. However, there are some caveats: CTA 
are typically active and unbiased meaning that they can go both long and short. They also trade fi nancials that 
make up the majority of the risk allocation. If we look at historical CTA returns1 during different infl ation2 regimes 
since 1989 we see that CTAs have produced returns in basically all environments. It is also interesting to note that 
there are no negative CTA returns during the highest or the lowest observed infl ation during this period.

1. Barclay CTA Index Y/Y returns, monthly observations
2. US Headline Infl ation Y/Y, monthly observations, more interesting than Core Infl ation in this context
3. CTAs mainly trade in the futures markets by posting margin and thus earning interest on cash in addition to trading profi ts

As CTA returns have a cash interest rate component3, it is not surprising that returns are higher, on average, when 
infl ation and interest rates, are higher. On the low-infl ationary end, we can assume that the well-known Crisis 
 Alpha characteristic of CTAs comes into play. 
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SECTOR RETURNS CONDITIONED ON INFLATION
So, taking this one level deeper, is the infl ation hedge characteristic coming from the interest rate component, 
the commodity exposure or from somewhere else? Let’s look at sector contribution4 to returns using gross  trading 
returns without the cash interest rate component. The analysis starts at 2001 due to the availability of data. 
 Admittedly, this is a bit like looking for the car keys under the street light rather than where you lost them, in the 
dark, but let’s do the most with the data we have available!

If we do the same simple rearranging of CTA sector returns conditioned on infl ation, as we did for the industry in 
Figure 1, we can identify three distinct sector groups. 

1. Crisis Alpha; here the sectors are characterized by providing the best returns in low-infl ationary periods. The 
sectors are Equities and Short Rates which is perhaps a bit surprising. However, you have to keep in mind that 
CTAs can go short a falling market and will provide good returns in a prolonged equity bear market.

2. Risk Premium; these sectors produce their best returns during average levels of infl ation and worse returns 
during high and low infl ation respectively. The sectors in this group are Bonds and FX.

3. Infl ation Hedge; here returns are stronger during periods of high infl ation.  The sectors in this group are, not 
surprisingly: Energy, Metals, Softs and Emerging FX. It is however interesting to note that this group also shows 
strong returns during low infl ation periods. Again, this is most likely due to the CTA’s inherent ability to go 
short. 

In the picture below you can see the generalized return profi le for the three sector groups conditioned on infl ation.
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FIGURE 2 -  SECTOR 
 RETURNS AND  INFLATION

CTA gross sector contribution vs 
sorted US Headline Y/Y Infl ation 
2001-2017. Source: RPM, Federal 
Reserve Bank of Cleveland

4. Gross sector contributions from the CTAs in RPMs various mandates/funds measured as the RPM USD Composite
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POSITIONS REGIMES AND INFLATION
As with life in general, expectations are everything. How good are the CTAs at getting it right? By using the  managers 
aggregated positioning we can naïvely infer their model expectations on infl ation.

We defi ne four position regimes: Infl ationary Expansion (Long Equities, Short Bonds), Recession (Short Equity, 
Long Bonds), Non-Infl ationary Expansion (Long Equities, Long Bonds) and fi nally Stagfl ation (Short Equity, Short 
Bonds) and look at annualized return contributions from each sector. Using the same dataset from 2001 we see 
that CTAs have spent roughly half the time in the Non-Infl ationary Expansion regime. The rest of the time has been 
spent in equal parts in Infl ationary Expansion or Recession. The Stagfl ation position is so rare, only 5% of the time, 
that any further analysis would be inconclusive, at best. 

When looking at the return contributions from each sector in the different position regimes we see that Stocks and 
Metals provide the Infl ation Hedge. The Crisis Alpha is coming mainly from Bonds and Short Rates but Energy, FX, 
and Stocks are contributing too. 
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FIGURE 3

Figure 3: CTA sector 
 contributions during 
 diff erent position regimes 
2001-2017. Source: RPM

This doesn’t have to be contradictory if you add the dimension of falling and rising infl ation as well, but we leave 
that for another time.

In conclusion, CTAs indeed have provided an infl ation hedge. The reasons have been higher returns from the cash 
component when interest rates are higher but also trading profi ts from the traditionally expected sectors like 
 Energy, Metals and Softs. Compared to just going long these markets to hedge for infl ation, you can also expect 
the added benefi t of Crisis Alpha from your CTA holdings.

”I’m friends with the monster that’s under my bed…” -- Marshall Bruce Mathers III
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We are more than happy to receive feedback, questions, comments and to engage in further discussions regarding 
CTAs in general. Please reach out to us on:



RPM Risk & Portfolio Management AB
PHONE +46 8 440 69 00 ADDRESS Brahegatan 2, SE-114 37 Stockholm, SWEDEN 
E-MAIL info@rpm.se WEB www.rpm.se ; www.rpmfonder.se

IMPORTANT INFORMATION: This material is issued by RPM Risk & Portfolio 
Management AB (“we” and/or “us”). We are registered in Sweden with 
company number 556254-9039 and have our offi ce at Brahegatan 2, SE-114 
37 Stockholm, Sweden. We are authorised and regulated by Finansinspe-
ktionen (the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority). 

This material is issued by us only to and/or is directed only at persons 
who are professional clients or eligible counterparties. To the extent that 
investments and/or investment services are referred to herein, they are 
only available to such persons and other persons should not act or rely 
on the information contained herein. In particular, any investments and 
investment services are not intended for persons who are retail clients 
and will not be made available to retail clients. The information contained 
herein is intended only for the person or entity to which it is directed and 
may contain confi dential and/or privileged material. Any retransmission, 
dissemination or other unauthorised use of this information by any person 
or entity is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in 
error, please contact the sender immediately and delete this material in its 
entirety. 

This material contains general information about us and is not intended 
to constitute an offer or solicitation of an investment or service in any 
jurisdiction in which such an offer or solicitation is not authorised or to 
any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. 
However, the distribution of information contained in this material in cer-
tain countries may be restricted by law and persons are required to inform 
themselves and to comply with any such restrictions. Persons interested 
in receiving further information about any investment or service should 
inform themselves as to: (i) the legal requirements within the countries of 
their nationality, residence, ordinary residence or domicile; (ii) any foreign 
exchange control requirement which they might encounter; and (iii) the 
income tax and other tax consequences which might be relevant. Nothing 
contained herein constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice, nor 
is it to be relied upon when making investment or other decisions. You 
should obtain relevant and specifi c professional advice before making any 
decision to enter into an investment transaction. An application for shares 
in any investment fund to which we provide investment advisory services 
or any other service should only be made having read fully the relevant 
prospectus. It is your responsibility to use such prospectus and by making 
an application you will be deemed to represent that you have read such 
prospectus and agree to be bound by its contents. 

This material may contain projections or other forward-looking statements. 
These forward-looking statements are based on our current expectations 
and beliefs about future events as of the date of this material. As with 
any projection or forecast, they are inherently susceptible to uncertainty 
and changes in circumstances, and we are under no obligation to, and 
expressly disclaims any obligation to, update or alter any forward-looking 
statements whether as a result of such changes, new information, subse-
quent events or otherwise.

The information contained herein is based on sources that we believe to be 
reliable but no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made 
as to its accuracy, completeness or correctness.

To the extent this material contains past performance information, past 
performance may not be repeated and should not be seen as a guide to 
future performance. The value of the investments and the income 
therefrom may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the 
original amount invested. Your capital could be at risk. You are not certain 
to make money from your investments and you may lose money. Exchange 
rates may cause the value of overseas investments and the income there-
from to rise and fall.

European SICAV Alliance

This material is not intended as and is not to be taken as an offer or solicita-
tion to make an investment in European SICAV Alliance (the “Funds”) in any 
jurisdiction in which such an offer or solicitation is not authorised or to any 
person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. However, 
the distribution of information contained in this material in certain countries 
may be restricted by law and persons are required to inform themselves and 
to comply with any such restrictions. Persons interested in receiving further 
information about the Fund should inform themselves as to: (i) the legal re-
quirements within the countries of their nationality, residence, ordinary resi-
dence or domicile; (ii) any foreign exchange control requirement which they 
might encounter; and (iii) the income tax and other tax consequences which 
might be relevant. Nothing contained herein constitutes investment, legal, 
tax or other advice, nor is it to be relied upon when making investment or 
other decisions. You should obtain relevant and specifi c professional advice 
before making any decision to enter into an investment transaction. We do 
not provide investment advice to, nor receives and transmits orders from, 
investors in the Funds nor does RPM carry on any other activities for investors 
in the Funds that constitute investment services and activities or ancillary 
services pursuant to the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive. An appli-
cation for shares in the Funds or any other investment funds to which we pro-
vide investment advisory services or any other service should only be made 
having read fully the relevant Prospectus. It is your responsibility to use such 
Prospectus and by making an application you will be deemed to represent 
that you have read such Prospectus and agree to be bound by its contents.

With respect to Shares distributed in or from Switzerland:
The Representative in Switzerland is First Independent Fund Services Ltd. 
The prospectus, the articles and the annual reports are available to Qualifi  
ed Investors only free of charge from the Representative. In respect of the 
Shares distributed in and from Switzerland to Qualifi  ed Investors, place of 
performance and jurisdiction is at the registered offi  ce of the Representative.
Paying Agent: NPB Neue Privat Bank AG, Limmatquai 1, 8022 Zurich.

With respect to Shares distributed in or from Austria:
NEITHER EUROPEAN SICAV ALLIANCE AS ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUND (AIF) NOR 
RPM RISK & PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT AB AS ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUND 
MANAGER (AIFM) ARE SUBJECT TO SUPERVISION OF THE AUSTRIAN FINANCIAL 
MARKET AUTHORITY OR ANY OTHER AUSTRIAN AUTHORITY.  WHILE THE AIF IS EX-
CLUSIVELY SUBJECT TO SUPERVISION OF THE COMMISSION DE SURVEILLANCE DU 
SECTEUR FINANCIER IN LUXEMBOURG (CSSF), THE AIFM IS EXCLUSIVELY SUBJECT 
TO SUPERVISION OF THE FINANSINSPEKTIONEN IN SWEDEN. NEITHER A PROSPEC-
TUS, NOR ANY OTHER DOCUMENTS HAVE BEEN CHECKED BY THE AUSTRIAN FI-
NANCIAL MARKET AUTHORITY OR ANY OTHER AUSTRIAN AUTHORITY. THE AUSTRIAN 
FINANCIAL MARKET AUTHORITY OR ANY OTHER AUSTRIAN AUTHORITY CAN NOT BE 
HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF THE SUBMITTED 

MARKETING INFORMATION.

The transactions in which the Funds will engage involve signifi cant risks. No 
assurance can be given that investors in Funds will realize a profi t on their 
investments. Moreover, investors may lose all or some of their investments. 
Because of the nature of the trading activities, the results of the Fund’s op-
erations may fl uctuate from month to month and from period to period. Ac-
cordingly, investors should understand that the results of a particular period 
will not necessarily be indicative of results in future periods.

THIS MATERIAL IS NOT SUITABLE FOR US INVESTORS.


